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Population modified by dynamical interactions in Galactic
field (see Jiang & Tremaine 2010)

            The separation distribution of
binaries with solar type primaries Raghavan et al 2010 Cpm low mass pairs (Dhital et al 2010)
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Connection to clustersConnection to clusters
•• ““HeggieHeggie’’s s LawLaw””: hard binaries get harder, soft: hard binaries get harder, soft

binaries get softer (in clusters)binaries get softer (in clusters)

•• Hard soft borderline: binary orbital velocity ~Hard soft borderline: binary orbital velocity ~
cluster velocity dispersion, cluster velocity dispersion, σσ

•• Hard binaries can be formed dynamically byHard binaries can be formed dynamically by
`three body capture`three body capture’’ (requires gravitationally (requires gravitationally
focused interaction between 3 stars => 3 starsfocused interaction between 3 stars => 3 stars
within ~ GM/within ~ GM/σσ^2)^2)

•• Ultra-wide binaries are very soft in any clusterUltra-wide binaries are very soft in any cluster
environmentenvironment



A formation problemA formation problem

•• Dense gas cores donDense gas cores don’’t have enough angulart have enough angular
momentum to make ultra-wide binaries!momentum to make ultra-wide binaries!

Olmi et al 2005



Some possible mechanisms forSome possible mechanisms for
creating  ultra-wide pairscreating  ultra-wide pairs

•• Reconfiguration of  multiple systemsReconfiguration of  multiple systems

•• Formation of triple by captureFormation of triple by capture
     of field star     of field star

Delgado et al 2004

Ang. Mom. Conservation => only
VLM outliers

Hard to get observed frequency
(few %)

Both of these would predict that `primaries’ of wide binaries were themselves multiples: however
Law et al 2011 find `normal’ multiplicity of primaries in wide late type binaries - in 50% of cases
primary is apparently single, so not a prerequisite for wide binary formation







New mechanism for creatingNew mechanism for creating
ultra-wide binaries  inultra-wide binaries  in
dissolving star clustersdissolving star clusters

Moeckel & Bate 2010
Kouwenhoven et al 2010

Hydrodynamic  star formation simulation
(Bate 2009 ): no  ultra-wide pairs



Remove gas and evolve
as Nbody problem

Make ultra-wide pairs!



 Further investigation ( Further investigation (Moeckel Moeckel &&
Clarke 2011)Clarke 2011)

Cluster evolves viaCluster evolves via
•• Core collapseCore collapse
•• Hard binary creation in coreHard binary creation in core
•• Cluster re-inflationCluster re-inflation 

Soft `dissolution peak’ pairs
 form in outer 50% of cluster

Hard `3 body capture’ pairs 
Form in cluster core 

Core collapse

Relaxation driven
expansion (approx
self-similar)

Large suite of long term Nbody integrations with Aarseth Nbody6,  taking  care to assess permanence of pairs

Many realisations per cluster ----> boost statistics

Only permanent
pairs are shown



Wide  binaries form at theWide  binaries form at the
instantaneous mean interstellarinstantaneous mean interstellar

separation in the outerseparation in the outer
clustercluster……and are very softand are very soft……..



Formation mechanism forFormation mechanism for
`permanent soft binaries`permanent soft binaries’’

•• Some fraction of nearest Some fraction of nearest neighbours neighbours will bewill be
instantaneously (weakly) boundinstantaneously (weakly) bound

•• In a long-lived cluster these pairs would soonIn a long-lived cluster these pairs would soon
break upbreak up

•• But in an expanding cluster the local densityBut in an expanding cluster the local density
may fall faster than the time to break up themay fall faster than the time to break up the
pairpair



Why do such soft binariesWhy do such soft binaries
survive survive …….and why only in the.and why only in the

outer cluster?outer cluster?

•• Outer cluster always makes survivingOuter cluster always makes surviving
soft binaries, inner cluster neversoft binaries, inner cluster never

Compare  expected dissolution time for binary of separation a against disruption by stellar encounters:

  t_des ~ σ/(G m n a)         (Heggie 1975)

with expansion timecale on which density falls:

  t_exp ~ N R/σ.
Binary survives if t_exp < t_des :                        a < a _surv(t)   ~ 1/(n R^2)
                                                                                                                               =>   favoured at low n
                                                                                                                                      (outer cluster)

                                                                                cf   a_form (t) ~ n^(-1/3)

also a_surv/ a_form ~  (n R^3)^(-2/3)   ---- constant at given Lagrange radius for homologous expansion



How many binaries are made?How many binaries are made?

•• Pairs at nearest Pairs at nearest neighbour neighbour distance (distance (n^n^(-1/3))(-1/3))
are instantaneously bound are instantaneously bound iff iff their relativetheir relative
velocity is < velocity is < v_b v_b ==√√((Gm/n^Gm/n^(-1/3))(-1/3))

•• At velocity dispersion At velocity dispersion σσ this involves a fraction this involves a fraction
of stars ~ (of stars ~ (v_b/v_b/σσ)^3 (assuming )^3 (assuming MaxwellianMaxwellian
distribution)distribution)

•• Since cluster is always roughly Since cluster is always roughly virialisedvirialised
          σσ^2 ~ ^2 ~ GNm/RGNm/R, fraction is , fraction is …….. 1/N.. 1/N

Expect cluster makes of order 1 binary by this mechanism per decade of separation 



Simulations confirmSimulations confirm
•• ~ flat in log a~ flat in log a
•• ~ of order one such binary per cluster~ of order one such binary per cluster

per decade in aper decade in a

N= 256
N= 1024

Cf observed (Dhital et al 2010)



`Best buy`Best buy’’ model for wide model for wide
binary formationbinary formation

•• Separation distributionSeparation distribution

•• Random mass pairingRandom mass pairing

•• Pairing independent of whetherPairing independent of whether
individual components are binariesindividual components are binaries

Kouwenhoven et al 2010

Kouwenhoven et al 2010

✔  (Dhital et al 2010)

✔  (Dhital et al 2010)

✔  (Law et al 2010)



Implications for natal clusteringImplications for natal clustering
•• Since 1% of stars are in such systemsSince 1% of stars are in such systems

=> typical birth cluster N ~ 100=> typical birth cluster N ~ 100

••   This fits in well with estimates based  This fits in well with estimates based
on observations of local star formingon observations of local star forming
regionsregions

     (     (Lada Lada & & Lada Lada 2003)2003)

     May explain why Orion Nebula Cluster     May explain why Orion Nebula Cluster
(contains several 1000 stars)  is(contains several 1000 stars)  is
apparently deficient in wide (apparently deficient in wide (cpmcpm))
binaries binaries cf cf field (field (Scally Scally et al 1999)et al 1999)




